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Hello, I’m Graham Elliott.  

I’ve been passionate about photography all of my life and my passion for wildlife when I began to 

travel overseas. My first visit to equatorial Africa came with a trip to Kenya in 1989. Since then my 

interest has grown and I’ve been involved in research and conservation projects since 1993. 

Wildlife and environmental conservation are central to my work and I hope that by sharing the 

beauty of the natural world, others will come to feel the same way. And I hope you will join me in 

contributing to conservation programmes around the world. 

Mental health is the other element of my work. Having suffered from mental health issues for 

many years, I understand how devastating it can be, both for the sufferer and those around them. I 

believe that having a creative outlet goes a long way to maintaining good mental health. Being part 

of a community of people with shared interests and passions adds a feeling of ‘belonging’ and this 

too is vital for those dealing with mental health issues. Getting involved in my membership 

program, part of the Creative Photography Academy means that you are not alone.  

I believe in saying yes to opportunities as they arise. This has taken me to the wreck of the RMS 

Titanic and the top of Mount Kilimanjaro in Tanzania, among other adventures. 



ABOUT THE COLLECTION: WILD PLANET 

WILD PLANET  

is a celebration of the amazing world we live in and a reflection of the life we can experience in the 

different habits. These divide into land, sea and air and further divide into flora and fauna. And, of 

course, the size of these animals and plants range from single-celled organisms to giant redwoods 

and blue whales.  

There are also ancient forms of life such as stromatolites, which still exist in a few places. And 

environments such as ancient rain forest and coral reefs which drive their ecosystems. 

The collections which make up the WILD PLANET collection barely scratch the surface when 

considering the possibilities that nature presents. But each photograph captures a moment in the 

life of an animal or eco-system and gives us the chance to connect with the natural world of which 

we are, of course, a part. 

My reasons for presenting these collections are best summed up by this quote from   

Sir David Attenborough: 

“It seems to me that the natural world is the greatest source of excitement; the 

greatest source of visual beauty; the greatest source of intellectual interest. It is 

the greatest source of so much in life that makes life worth living.” 





WILD OCEAN 

I’ve been fascinated by whales since I participated in an Earthwatch project back in 1993 with Curt 

and Mich Jenner in Western Australia. I learned a lot from them and they have contributed a huge 

amount to our understanding of the different whale species. Their contribution was recognised in 

2018 by the award of becoming Members of the Order of Australia (AM).  

The images in this collection come from the last eight years where I regularly photographed 

humpback whales as they passed Sydney on their annual migration. 

 

Just click on the photograph to go directly to the online store page for that photograph. 

Afternoon Breach 

“This is one of my favourite breaches as we had good light 

and had the cliffs of North Head in the background. This 

whale was swimming north on its northern migration.  

“Whales usually feed in the waters of the Antarctic and will 

feed on their migration as the opportunity arises. However, 

some of them won’t feed for the six months of the 

migration until they return to Antarctica and will be 

noticeably thinner on their southern journey.” 

Afternoon Tail 

“ A few boats were out but we got lucky when a pair of 

whales began tail lobbing. Gulls will look for edible debris 

from active whales but sometimes they get a little             

too close.  

“The angle of the sun in this image emphasises the contrast 

in the skin underneath the tail fluke. The circular marks are 

where barnacles have attached themselves and then 

become detached (possibly due to tail-lobs).“ 

Behind us! 

“This is the second photograph from the same breach as 

‘Close Breach’. A breach is over in a couple of seconds so it’s 

important to be ‘on’ the whale and shooting as soon as it 

appears. If you hesitate you’ve already missed the shot! 

“We had been with a pair of whales when they went down 

and I had a feeling they had gone under our boat. Luckily 

my hunch was right and I managed to get these shots of 

them behind us.” 

Consider mounting with ‘Close Breach’  

https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-ocean/products/afternoon-breach
https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-ocean/products/afternoon-tail
https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-ocean/products/behind-us


WILD OCEAN 

Bouncing baby 

“Baby whales are like baby humans and some of them have 

a lot of energy.  

“This little whale was having a great time breaching and 

must have made over twenty continuous breaches. Mum 

joined in for a while too and then decided to swim along 

while junior continued to have fun!“ 

Breach! 

“This was a perfect day to be photographing whales in the 

Pacific Ocean. This whale is in mid-breach and a second 

whale had breached moments earlier; the disturbed water 

just in front of this whale is where the other whale           

had been.  

“It’s always a challenge to get a good breach and it’s a shot 

I always hope to get when I go out in a boat during      

whale season.” 

Close 

“This adult whale had come close to our boat and you can 

see scarring on its back. You can also see barnacles 

attached to the skin (the small disc-shaped lumps) and a 

few white marks where barnacles have been detached. 

“Scarring is sometimes caused by boats or predators. Orcas 

hunt humpback whales, especially the very young and are 

sometimes known to take a bite out on a humpback to see 

how able it is to defend itself.”  

 

Close Breach 

“On this particular morning, we had been following a pair 

of adults but they submerged and we weren’t sure where 

they had gone.  

“I had a hunch they had changed direction and gone under 

our boat. I took a chance and went to the back of the boat 

where I was treated to two consecutive breaches a few 

metres off our stern. I was too slow to capture the first 

breach but got lucky with the second whale.” 

Consider mounting with ‘Behind us!’  

https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-ocean/products/bouncing-baby
https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-ocean/products/breach
https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-ocean/products/close
https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-ocean/products/close-breach


WILD OCEAN 

Competition 

“This whale is ‘tail lobbing’ as can be seen from the spray 

behind the tail. Tail throws happen in ‘competition’ pods, 

where two adult males are trying to form a bond with a 

female. There is often fighting between the whales and one 

male will eventually leave.  

“Tail-throws have also been seen when there are large 

sharks around although this is, as far as I am aware,     

quite rare.” 

 

Diving 

“This whale had taken three breaths at the surface and had 

fluked up to dive deeper. Swimming whales will often 

surface three times in quick succession to breathe and then 

swim under the water for a few minutes (anything from 2 

to 20) before coming up to breathe again.  

“You can see the dorsal fin just entering the water. The 

distance from the dorsal fin to the end of the tail is 

approximately one-third of the length of the animal.” 

 

Dolphins 

“Dolphins are notoriously difficult to photograph when 

swimming as they go so fast. They love riding the bow wave 

of a boat and will play for a while before swimming away.  

“I photographed these two common dolphins (yes, there 

are two!) while out looking for Humpback Whales. They 

were part of a group that came in from the east; we could 

see them from a distance by looking at the disturbance in 

the water as the group porpoised towards us.” 

Going deep 

“This humpback whale is swimming past Sydney’s southern 

suburbs and has just fluked up which means it is diving 

deeper below the surface. 

“In this image, you can see the water streaming off the tail 

fluke and barnacles, and the marks from previous 

barnacles, on the edge of the fluke.” 

https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-ocean/products/competition
https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-ocean/products/diving
https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-ocean/products/dolphins
https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-ocean/products/going-deep


WILD OCEAN 

Good morning 

“The activity you can see is called spy-hopping. This is 

where the whale hangs vertically in the ocean with its head 

out of the water. Usually, they will surface enough for their 

eye to be clear of the water.  

“In this shot, the whale is slowly sinking back under the 

water. The curve of the mouth is just visible on the right-

hand side.” 

Consider mounting it with ‘Spyhopping’  

Hello Manly 

“Manly is one of the northern beaches suburbs in Sydney 

and sits on a spit of land which separates Sydney Harbour 

from the Pacific Ocean.  

“On this particular morning, I had taken a group of 

photographers out to photograph whales from a small 

boat. We left Sydney Harbour close to dawn to make the 

most of the morning light. We were lucky with the three 

hours of our trip and came across this whale which was 

laying on its back and splashing the water with its’ tail.“ 

High fluke 

“This whale is one of a pair we found during one trip. They 

were hanging vertically and thrashing their tails. I find that 

these meetings make me appreciate the power of 

humpback whales, particularly their tails. 

“Sometimes whales will hang upside-down like this for 

several minutes, thrashing their tails. Once again, we can 

only speculate as to why they do it. Whatever the reason, it 

is very impressive to watch.” 

 

Consider mounting it with ‘Tail Action’  

Inshore breach 

“Eastern Australia’s population of humpback whales spend 

the summer months in Antarctica and migrate to the 

waters off Queensland in the winter months to mate and 

give birth.  

“This whale was heading south and gave us several 

breaches as it swam along. We came across it while 

travelling south from the suburb of Manly. The cliffs you 

can see form the northern part of the entrance to       

Sydney Harbour.” 

https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-ocean/products/good-morning
https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-ocean/products/hello-manly
https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-ocean/products/high-fluke
https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-ocean/products/inshore-breach


WILD OCEAN 

Morning whales 

“This is a close-up of a pod of two whales swimming north 

during the northern migration past Sydney. You can see the 

cliffs close to Manly in the background. 

“The misty area on the right of the image is the ‘blow’ of 

the leading whale. When they surface they exhale through 

their two nostrils which are located on the top of their 

heads. This can look like a jet of steam and is referred to as 

the ‘blow’. It contains water vapour, mucus and anything 

else the whale has exhaled.” 

Sea-cliff breach 

“Sydney is on the eastern coast of Australia which means 

that the sun rises out of the ocean. The time around sunset 

on a clear day is one of my favourite times for taking 

photographs of humpback whales. 

“I was really lucky this particular morning. For the first few 

hours of the day, the sun brings out the colours of the cliffs 

to the north of the entrance of Sydney Harbour. We always 

try to shoot the whales with the cliffs in the background, if 

they are willing to cooperate!” 

Spyhopping 

“The activity you can see is called spy-hopping. This is 

where the whale hangs vertically in the ocean with its head 

out of the water. Usually, they will surface enough for their 

eye to be clear of the water. It’s their way of checking      

you out. 

“In this shot, you can see the barnacles which have 

attached themselves under this whales’ chin.” 

 

Consider mounting it with ‘Good Morning’  

Sunset fluke 

“This image was taken on a sunset trip and we finished up 

close to the entrance to Sydney Harbour. We were lucky to 

find this whale tail-lobbing and our skipper did well to 

position the boat so that we could get this view.  

“Whales often seem to like to get on the offshore side of 

boats which makes it more difficult to get the city in the 

background. The late evening light was a great         

finishing touch.” 

https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-ocean/products/morning-whales
https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-ocean/products/sea-cliff-breach
https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-ocean/products/spyhopping
https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-ocean/products/sunset-fluke


WILD OCEAN 

Tail action 

“This image is part of a short sequence of a humpback 

whale hanging upside-down while thrashing its’ tail. It was 

shot with ‘High Fluke’ and is the same whale. 

“This whale stayed in this position for a couple of minutes 

and was joined by the other member of that pod (see 

‘Tails’). It’s easy to get an impression of how powerful these 

whales are, and that impression gets stronger the smaller 

the boat you happen to be in when it happens.” 

Consider mounting it with ‘High Fluke’  

Tail power 

“Some of these gulls were quite startled when this whale 

began to throw its’ tail or tail-lob. You can see how much 

water is being thrown in the air and how powerful their 

tails are.  

“You can also see the white area under the tail fluke; how 

much of this area is white helps scientists to identify 

individual whales and, from these observations, understand 

more about their migration and how much local whale 

populations mix.”  

Tails 

“This is one of my favourite images as it brings back the 

memory of being very close to this pair of humpbacks as 

they thrashed the water with their tails. We don’t 

understand why they do it and there didn’t seem to be any 

threat to these whales.  

“Luckily for us, they decided to hang in the water and 

occasionally give us a tail throw.” 

 

Twilight whales 

“I love to capture images of whales at twilight. If you’re 

lucky and have the right conditions, they can be a beautiful 

sight.  

“On this particular evening, the weather and seas 

conditions were just right and we came across this pod of 

two whales. They were gently swimming north, almost into 

the setting sun.” 

https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-ocean/products/tail-action
https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-ocean/products/tail-power
https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-ocean/products/tails
https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-ocean/products/twilight-whales


WILD OCEAN 

Wild breach 

“When the wind picks up it creates white tops on the waves 

and these, in addition to the larger wave, make it very 

difficult to spot whale ‘blows’.  

“We’d had quite a bumpy trip on this particular morning 

and hadn’t seen any whales. We then had a call from 

another boat that had seen a breaching whale but had to 

get back to Sydney Harbour. We went south to where they 

had been and would have gone right past this whale if it 

hadn’t breached.” 

Flying fish 

“I clearly remember this image. It was a beautiful morning 

with the sea almost flat calm. The only problem was that 

we couldn’t find any whales; very frustrating as the images 

would have been great.  

“I was standing on the bow of the boat when we went over 

the top of a school of flying fish. Suddenly we had fish 

skipping along the surface on both sides of the boat. Flying 

fish are very fast and I’ve probably missed more shots of 

them than I’ve managed to catch. However, on this 

particular morning, my luck was in.” 

GIFT CARDS 

MAKE A GIFT OF ART 
If you would like to make a gift of my artwork to 

someone and would like to leave the choice with 

them, you can now send them gift cards. 

Available in $25, $50, $100, $150 and $200 (US 

Dollars) denominations, you can contribute as 

much as you choose to their new artwork. 

https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-ocean/products/flying-fish
https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-ocean/products/wild-breach
https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-ocean/products/graham-elliott-photography-gift-card




WILD EARTH and WILD EARTH II 

 

I first went to Africa in 1989 when I visited Kenya. It was an amazing experience and I decided that I 

wanted my subsequent visits to involve giving back to the community in some way. I’ve volunteered 

for projects in different countries in Africa and I’ve been inspired by the conservation strategy at 

the Kanha Tiger Reserve in India. What we often forget is that people in these areas see the lifestyle 

of first world countries and want the same; the animals get in the way. 

As things stand, wildlife conservation is often left to the communities that can least afford to 

support it. Working together as a single community we can all take responsibility for the most 

vulnerable parts of our environment. 

Angry hippo: Chobe River, Botswana 

“This hippo had decided that it wasn’t going to let us use its 

channel and when it decided we weren’t backing off quickly 

enough it decided to charge us. It was quite a moment as 

our boat wasn’t that big and the hippo could have done 

some real damage.  

“Fortunately, it didn’t chase us very far and got out of the 

channel and walked off to get some breakfast. I should add 

that this was accompanied by a lot of territorial marking.” 

 

Benny: Namibia  

“Benny is the dominant male elephant in the group we 

tracked in Namibia. Elephants have a hierarchical society 

and the dominant bull is the animal that mates with the 

females. Males tend to live relatively isolated lives, 

although a new study has found that they do form small 

bachelor groups.  

“The main groups are matriarchal and the oldest female 

leads the group which includes the females and pre-

pubescent males. As you can see, Benny is a very impressive 

male and I always enjoyed our encounters.” 

Cheetah mound: Serengeti National Park, Tanzania  

“If you visit Tanzania or Kenya you’re likely to see Cheetahs 

on mounds like this looking for prey and predators. Other 

big cats will attack cheetahs so they need to stay alert. 

Being on the mounds also allows them to look above the 

long grass, which can certainly hide other cheetahs. And 

possible predators 

“These two cheetahs were enjoying the afternoon sun and 

looking at what was going in this part of the national park.” 

https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-earth/products/cheetah-mound
https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-earth/products/benny
https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-earth/products/angry-hippo


Disappearing giraffe: Victoria Falls, Zimbabwe  

“I remember crossing a river to look at these giraffes. 

“After this shot, we decided to return to base only to find 

the bridge flooded (minutes earlier it had been fine). Water 

from central Africa had overwhelmed the dam upriver of us 

and was flowing over the top of it. It took us several hours 

to get back to base using an alternative route. 

“The title reflects the fact that giraffes are under threat, as 

are many of the animals in this collection.”  

Dominant male: Port Elizabeth, South Africa  

“This image was taken at the Kwantu Private Game Reserve 

near Port Elizabeth in South Africa. In South Africa, the 

reserve owns the animals (in other countries they are 

owned by the state).  

“I met with the owner of the reserve and he spoke about 

how difficult it was to manage the balance of the animals 

to make sure there were not too many predators for the 

prey animals, and that the environment could support     

the population.” 

Elephant sunscreen: Namibia  

“Despite the toughness of an elephant’s hide (see my image 

“Tough”), elephants can suffer from sunburn in the        

harsh sun. 

“Their solution is to spray themselves with mud and dust. 

This protects them from the sun and can help to rid 

themselves of some parasites. 

“This elephant was walking along a dried river bed, looking 

for food in the vegetation which makes the rivers’ edge. The 

brown colour is the result of the elephants’ sunscreen.” 

First day: Port Elizabeth, South Africa  

“It’s not uncommon to see zebras resting their muzzle on a 

friend’s back. This group were grazing in the Ngorongoro 

Crater World Heritage Site and were quite unconcerned    

by us.  

“There are predators in the area and we had come across a 

group of female lions earlier in the day. However, these 

zebra looked quite content.” 

Consider mounting with ‘Peaceful grazing’.  

WILD EARTH 

https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-earth/products/first-day
https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-earth/products/elephant-suncreen
https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-earth/products/disappearing-giraffe
https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-earth/products/dominant-male


WILD EARTH 

Eating Chinese: Victoria Falls, Zimbabwe  

“I spent the first part of my life in England and going for a 

‘Chinese’ was a regular occurrence for many people. This 

giraffe is enjoying ‘Chinese lanterns’. These were in flower 

while I was there in February 2020 and I thought they were 

beautiful. I think this giraffe had the same thought but for 

different reasons. 

“We would often find giraffes in small groups of grazing 

and browsing on their own. On this occasion, there were 

half a dozen of them spread out on either side of the road     

quietly browsing.” 

Morning traffic: Victoria Falls, Zimbabwe  

“I spent four weeks volunteering with the Nakavango 

Conservation programme and this constituted a traffic jam 

on our way to do some work one morning. 

“The Nakavango Conservation Programme develops 

conservation strategies on a small scale which can then be 

replicated across national parts and private reserves across 

central and southern Africa. I was very lucky to come across 

the programme and learned a huge amount about wildlife 

and environmental conservation while there. 

“I also had some great wildlife experiences such as           

this one.” 

https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-earth/products/eating-chinese
https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-earth/products/morning-traffic


WILD EARTH 

Friends: Ngorongoro Crater, Tanzania  

“It’s not uncommon to see zebras resting their muzzle on a 

friend’s back. This group were grazing in the Ngorongoro 

Crater World Heritage Site and were quite unconcerned    

by us.  

“There are predators in the area and we had come across a 

group of female lions earlier in the day. However, these 

zebra looked quite content.” 

Consider mounting with ‘Peaceful grazing’.  

Grazing desert elephant: Namibia  

“I spent a couple of weeks at the end of 2019 with EHRA 

(Elephant-Human Relations Aid) in Namibia. They work to 

help the local people live peacefully with one of the last 

groups of African Desert Elephants.  

“Some of this work involves protecting local infrastructure 

and we completed a stone wall around a water tower 

which served the local villagers. We also spent a few days 

tracking a group of elephants and monitoring their health.” 

Peaceful giant: Port Elizabeth, South Africa  

“This elephant was part of a small group we came across 

while they were gently grazing. Elephants are large animals 

and very powerful. However, these animals ignored us and 

were happy to go about their business. 

“I shot this image as they passed some bushes between me 

and them. Elephants can disappear into the bush very 

quickly and it is possible to miss them.” 

Peaceful grazing: Ngorongoro Crater, Tanzania  

“When I think about the African savannah, this is the kind 

of image that comes to mind. The Ngorongoro Crater is a 

self-contained environment and home to a great variety of 

animals. In the distance, you can see the walls of the crater.  

“This harem of zebra is happily grazing. They only eat 

certain types of grass, so a green landscape doesn’t always 

mean that you will find zebra there.” 

Consider mounting with ‘Friends’  

https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-earth/products/peaceful-grazing
https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-earth/products/peaceful-giant


WILD EARTH 

Reflection: Victoria Falls, Zimbabwe 

“I was on the orientation drive of my first morning of 

volunteering with the Nakavango Conservation Programme 

when we came across this solitary elephant. The river flows 

quite slowly on this stretch and the elephant was slowly 

making its way as it looked for grass. We were lucky to 

have ten minutes or so before it walked off into the bush. 

“I always look for sources of reflections when I take 

photographs and was very lucky to have this situation on 

my first day in Zimbabwe.” 

Regal: Port Elizabeth, South Africa  

“This lion was resting and watching what was going on 

around him. I found lions surprisingly hard to spot, even 

though the country was relatively open. This part of South 

Africa has a lot of termite mounds and the lions colouring is 

almost the same.  

“Lions will often rest in bushes, usually on the edges but 

sometimes in the denser part. We saw them hunting at 

night, so this male was, presumably, just chilling.” 

Sisters: Ngorongoro Crater, Tanzania  

“We came across these lionesses in the Ngorongoro Crater 

and they were just relaxing with the occasional wrestle. I’ve 

seen this behaviour before; in Zimbabwe, our guide knew 

the animals and that they were sisters.  

“On this occasion, I didn’t know their relationship, but the 

likelihood is that they were sisters.” 

 

Southern giraffe: Namibia  

“This pair of giraffes were part of a small group of four we 

came across while tracking elephants. There are several sub

-species of giraffe and those in southern Africa have a 

lighter colouring than those in the centre. 

“I think this image conveys something of the harshness of 

the countryside here. The scrub and stony landscape and 

the mountains in the background. It is a tough environment 

to survive in.” 

https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-earth/products/southern-giraffe
https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-earth/products/sisters
https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-earth/products/reflection
https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-earth/products/regal


WILD EARTH 

The stare: Port Elizabeth, South Africa  

“Most animals are content to leave you alone if you leave 

them alone and I usually feel quite relaxed when I’m near 

them. This particular lion had a different feel about him. He 

was alert and ready and I had that feeling that he would 

‘have a go’ if he thought he had a good chance of success. 

“This is a cropped portrait as I wanted to capture the 

intensity of his stare.” 

Tiger: Kanha National Park, India  

“Kanha reserve is a 5-hour drive from Nagpur in the 

Madhya Pradesh region. The country here is amazing and 

they have a very sound approach to environmental and 

wildlife protection, especially the local population of   

Bengal Tigers. 

“I was very lucky to see this beautiful animal on one of my 

later trips. I made seventeen trips into the reserve in the ten 

days I was there and saw tigers on half of them.” 

Tough: Namibia  

“I love black and white images as I believe they take us 

away from what we see (through colours) and are more 

about what we feel. I was fascinated by the textures of this 

elephants’ skin.  

“This was shot in the afternoon light where the texture is 

most noticeable. This elephant is eating what food it can 

find on the edge of the desert and for me, this image shows 

the ruggedness of these animals, essential for survival in 

such a harsh environment.” 

Watching: Okavango Delta, Botswana  

“Hippos kill more people than any other animal in Africa 

and locals are sensibly wary of them. I’d taken a trip into 

the Okavango Delta in late January while it was still quite 

wet. I had camped on one of the islands in the delta and 

transportation was in a small, narrow punt. 

“This image was taken as we returned to our pickup point 

on the mainland.” 

https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-earth/products/watching
https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-earth/products/tough
https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-earth/products/the-stare
https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-earth/products/tiger


WILD EARTH 

Serengeti observers: Serengeti National Park, 

Tanzania  

“This image is of the same pair of cheetahs as in ‘Cheetah 

mound’. For me, this is one of the iconic images of the 

Serengeti and I often see similar images of cheetahs.  

“They have a good view of the savannah and can see both 

possible prey and approaching danger. This is quite a real 

concern as lions will prey on cheetahs, usually because they 

don’t want them in their territory.  

“Although high up in the food chain, they are not at          

the top!” 

Waiting: Serengeti National Park, Tanzania  

“We came across this group of young cheetahs one 

afternoon. This particular cheetah was just chilling out on a 

mound while its siblings played nearby.  

“I love being with cheetahs in the wild. They are very alert 

and move with purpose and grace. It was a great 

experience just to stop and spend a few minutes with these 

beautiful animals.” 

https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-earth/products/serengeti-observers
https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-earth/products/waiting


WILD EARTH 

Young cheetah: Serengeti National Park, Tanzania  

“Cheetahs are one of my favourite animals and I was lucky 

to see a few while visiting the Serengeti national park after 

climbing Mount Kilimanjaro. The grass they were in was 

very long which could make spotting them difficult.  

“I happened to be looking across the grass on one occasion 

when I suddenly saw a cheetahs’ head pop up. It was a 

mother with young. This is an older cheetah we came 

across the following day.” 

Young elephant: Botswana 

“I was in Botswana in January 2020 and there had been a 

lot of rain before I arrived. This meant that the grazing 

animals had dispersed as food was plentiful. This young 

elephant was a member of a group of elephants that came 

out of the trees and began grazing next to the main 

highway to Zimbabwe. 

“We, and others passing the elephants, stopped to take a 

look. This particular elephant is very young and was 

protected by the adults of the group.” 

GIFT CARDS 

MAKE A GIFT OF ART 
If you would like to make a gift of my artwork to 

someone and would like to leave the choice with 

them, you can now send them gift cards. 

Available in $25, $50, $100, $150 and $200 (US 

Dollars) denominations, you can contribute as 

much as you choose to their new artwork. 

https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-earth/products/young-cheetah
https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-earth/products/young-elephant
https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-earth/products/graham-elliott-photography-gift-card




WILD EARTH II 

African Fish Eagle; Chobe River, Botswana  

“I had taken an early morning trip on the Chobe River one 

morning. The area is quite flat and made up of channels 

running between areas of low-lying grassland.  

“I’d seen this African fish eagle perched on the stump of a 

tree and realised it was going to take flight as we moved 

closer. Luckily I was able to take a few shots before it got 

too far away. Fish eagles like to perch somewhere that 

offers a good view and you’ll often find them on the bough 

of a tree.“ 

Approach; Namibia  

“We were relaxing at our riverside basecamp when I 

thought I saw a shape moving towards us at the bend in the 

river. I took one shot and saw it was an elephant. Gradually 

more appeared and came towards us.  

“After an hour or so they reached our camp and had a drink 

at our “swimming pool” (it was full of frogs and they must 

have had quite a shock when the elephants arrived). 

We were very quiet while they were in the camp as none of 

us wanted to be close to a group of startled elephants!” 

Baby Zebra; Port Elizabeth, South Africa  

“I clearly remember this Sunday morning drive. It was cold 

and we had a continuous drizzle to contend with, so not the 

kind of conditions I like when I’m out taking photographs.  

“After 40 minutes we came across a group of animals 

(zebra and wildebeest) which had young with them, some 

still with the umbilical cord attached. 

“This young zebra is likely to be only a matter of days old. 

They seem relatively large at birth but they need to be tall 

enough to reach their mother's teat so that they can feed. 

“This young one was putting up with the rain and, I 

suppose, beginning to learn about its new environment.” 

https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-earth-ii/products/african-fish-eagle
https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-earth-ii/products/african-fish-eagle
https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-earth-ii/products/baby-zebra


WILD EARTH II 

Backlit Kudu; Victoria Falls,  Zimbabwe 

“We had been out on a game drive and were on our way 

back to base for dinner when we came across a group of 

zebra and kudu. 

“The sun was just beginning to go down and created a 

beautiful backlit view of this particular kudu. I didn’t take 

too many photographs as the kudu decided to relieve itself 

at one point and, I have to say, that was also beautifully 

backlit. However, that wasn’t the shot I was going for.“ 

Chameleon; Victoria Falls, Zimbabwe  

“On this particular afternoon we were driving through the 

bush, my friend Sally called out that she’d seen something. 

Dean, who was driving and guiding us, drove back to where 

Sally had seen something and that’s where we found       

this chameleon.  

“I have to be honest and say that it took me a while to see 

it even when it was pointed out to me and I’ll never know 

how Sally saw it from a moving car! As you can see, it 

almost perfectly matched the surrounding leaves.” 

Cheetahs; Serengeti, Tanzania  

“Cheetahs are one of my favourite animals. This 

photograph was taken in the Serengeti. I love the way that 

Cheetahs will find a mound and sit and watch what’s going 

on around them. 

“This photograph is very similar to some colour 

photographs in my previous “Wild Earth” collection and I 

thought I would produce a black and white version. I find 

that black and white photographs have a timeless quality 

and could be from age.” 

Chital; Kanha National Park, India  

“The Chital is a small deer and is very common. Stags reach 

90 cm (35 inches) and doe’s 70 cm (28 inches) at               

the shoulder. 

“Kanha National Park is in Madhya Pradesh which has a lot 

of forest areas. Tigers love this environment and Chital are 

one of their prey animals.  

“This particular Chital was keeping one eye on us to make 

sure we weren’t a threat. You can see the velvet on his 

antlers (deer have antlers and antelope have horns).” 

https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-earth-ii/products/backlit-kudu
https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-earth-ii/products/chameleon
https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-earth-ii/products/cheetahs
https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-earth-ii/products/chital


WILD EARTH II 

Curiosity; Victoria Falls, Zimbabwe  

“This troop of baboons would spend the night in a tree and 

climb down as we approached. They would go into the bush 

to find breakfast. Young baboons are like young children, 

some are happy to get a lift from mum by riding on her 

back, while others would run around on their own. 

“This young baboon had found a great vantage point where 

he could watch us while remaining in contact with            

the troop.” 

Elephant crossing; Namibia  

“We had parked up on one side of this dried river bed and 

watched as a small group of elephants came out of the 

bush on the other side, across the bank and onto the river. 

“The river is the main highway and is more often dry than 

wet. We would often see elephants here as it’s a very 

convenient way from tracking from place to place. 

Elephants have been known to travel 75km overnight 

looking for food.” 

Elephant; Port Elizabeth, South Africa  

“This is one of my favourite elephant photographs. 

“This encounter happened late one morning after we had 

been removing some alien vegetation and were on our way 

back to our accommodation for lunch. A small group of 

elephants were grazing in some bushes and had a very 

young one with them. 

“But it was this female that caught my eye as she made her 

way through the bushes. I realised I might be able to get a 

half-head shot and took this one.”  

Group Effort; Namibia  

“There are ten elephants in this photograph (two of them 

are tricky to find!) and this was typically how we would   

find them. 

“Elephants stay in matriarchal groups which are usually 

headed by the oldest female. She knows the area and 

where to find food and water. The group includes all of the 

female elephants and the prepubescent males.” 

https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-earth-ii/products/curiosity
https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-earth-ii/products/elephant-crossing
https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-earth-ii/products/elephant
https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-earth-ii/products/group-effort


WILD EARTH II 

Hungry Giraffe; Victoria Falls, Zimbabwe   

“This giraffe is likely to be a male. The clue is in the 

ossicones, the small horn-like projections. In females, the 

dark hair at the top tends to be quite bushy. In males it 

tends to be thin, mostly, it is thought, because it gets 

rubbed off when the males' fight. 

“There are currently nine sub-species of giraffe, the main 

differentiators being the location and the size and darkness 

of their markings. This is a Cape Giraffe (or South       

African giraffe).“ 

Leaping Impala; Victoria Falls, Zimbabwe  

“Rounding a bend in the track one morning we can across a 

group of impala, mostly females and young. As most 

predators feed on impala they tend to be very nervous. 

“They ran towards a gap in the hedge to our left and leapt 

through it one by one. It almost became an African version 

of  counting sheep.” 

Leaving; Namibia  

“You can see from the shadows that this photograph was 

taken in the mid-afternoon. This group of females and 

young elephants are just leaving the cover of the trees and 

resuming their search for food and water. 

“The two elephants still undercover followed the other 

three shortly after this photograph was taken. 

“It’s possible to see the route of the dried river bed by the 

course ground in the background and the line of the trees.” 

Mischief; Victoria Falls, Zimbabwe 

“It isn’t just the very young baboons that like to see what’s 

going on. These two older baboons also wanted to see 

what was going on. 

“I titled this photograph “mischief” as I low the expression 

on the face of the baboon on the right. The baboon on the 

left also looks ready to get up to something it probably 

shouldn’t. Baboons are a common sight in the centre of 

Victoria Falls and you’re likely to see them if you visit.” 

https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-earth-ii/products/hungry-giraffe
https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-earth-ii/products/leaping-impala
https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-earth-ii/products/leaving
https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-earth-ii/products/mischief


WILD EARTH II 

Morning Hippo I; Chobe River, Botswana 

“This photograph and “Morning Hippo II” are of the same 

animal and were taken during an early morning trip on the 

Chobe River. I was alone on the boat with a guide and the 

‘driver’ and we had stopped at the edge of an open area 

where we could see several hippos.  

“What I loved about this sequence of photographs is the 

reflection of the grass in the background and how it turns 

the image green. There had been a lot of rain in the weeks 

before my arrival and everything was lush.” 

Morning Hippo II; Chobe River, Botswana 

“Several hippos were in the water and would stay 

submerged for a few minutes at a time. It was difficult for 

us to know exactly how many were around as hippos can be 

very dangerous. They are aggressive and unpredictable and 

are probably the most dangerous animal you will come 

across on an African safari. 

We sat with them for several minutes and it was very 

peaceful. That is until we realised we were slowly being 

surrounded! At that point, we decided to leave and        

move upriver.” 

Reclamation; Port Elizabeth, South Africa  

“This is one of my favourite photographs and shows an old 

house, now largely reclaimed by nature. The presence of 

this young elephant further makes the point.  

“We’d seen the elephant in the bush a short distance away 

and followed the track down the side of the house to meet 

it when it came out of the bush.” 

 

Searching; Namibia  

“These elephants are searching for food along a dried river 

in Namibia. The smaller elephant is only a few years old and 

is being looked after by the older elephant. This pair had 

split from the main group they were with and were a short 

distance away.  

“Elephants have to eat a lot of food every day and I think 

that makes the way these desert elephants survive even 

more remarkable than some other animals.”  

https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-earth-ii/products/morning-hippo-i
https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-earth-ii/products/morning-hippo-ii
https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-earth-ii/products/reclamation
https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-earth-ii/products/searching


WILD EARTH II 

Tanzanian safari; Serengeti, Tanzania  

“I took this photograph a few days after climbing Mount 

Kilimanjaro. It’s a reasonably typically African safari scene 

and there’s even another tourist vehicle in the background 

to the right.  

“I was fascinated by the very long tusk this female had (you 

can just see it behind her trunk). Elephants often prefer one 

tusk over the other, much as we are either right or left-

handed. The length of the tusk suggests this is an           

older female.” 

Trio; Namibia  

“I took this photograph during my first day of tracking. We 

had stopped to observe a small group of female and young 

elephants when I saw this trio appear out of the bush 

ahead of us. They were some distance away (my 400mm 

lens made them look closer) and they came towards us. 

“They met with the other group and carried on browsing 

together. Elephants are known to have greeting ceremonies 

for individuals who have been away from the group for a 

while. This involves ‘hugging’ with their trunks.” 

Wanderers; Namibia  

“This collection of old and young elephants were walking 

along the dried river bed as we overtook them. We’d been 

tracking them and came up from behind. This group were 

part of the larger herd and were crossing the river. 

“Tusk length is a general indicator of the age of an 

elephant, the shorter tusks belonging to the younger 

elephants. The young are likely to be a combination of male 

and female animals as males stay with the herd until they 

reach sexual maturity.” 

Warthog; Victoria Falls, Zimbabwe  

“I came across quite a few warthogs during my time in 

Zimbabwe and there was at least one family group we 

would see in the reserve. 

“Warthogs are a common sight in the centre of the town of 

Victoria Falls itself. In fact, on one occasion I was walking 

alone down a path to a café which overlooks the famous 

waterfall when I noticed a warthog watching me from     

the bushes.” 

https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-earth-ii/products/tanzanian-safari
https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-earth-ii/products/trio
https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-earth-ii/products/wanderers
https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-earth-ii/products/warthog


WILD EARTH II 

Zebra; Victoria Falls, Zimbabwe  

“This zebra had stepped back from the road when we 

approached and was standing just inside the tree line. 

“This is a plains zebra. Grevy’s Zebra is a similar sub-species 

but is larger with denser strips. Barely visible in this picture 

are the ‘ghost stripes’ the light brown stripes between the 

black stripes. These are easily seen on the plains zebra, 

especially in younger animals as they fade as they             

get older.” 

Zulu; Port Elizabeth, South Africa  

“Zulu was the dominant male in the group of four lions at 

the reserve where I was volunteering. He also features in 

“Regal” in my first Wild Earth collection. 

“South African private reserves own their animals (this is 

not the case in some other African countries such as 

Zimbabwe) so animal and environmental management are 

critical to maintaining the right balance between predators, 

prey and the environment which needed to provide enough 

food all year round to support both. I had a chance to speak 

to the owner of the reserve and it is quite a fine balancing 

act to keep the proportions correct.” 

MAKE A GIFT OF ART 
If you would like to make a gift of my artwork to 

someone and would like to leave the choice with 

them, you can now send them gift cards. 

Available in $25, $50, $100, $150 and $200 (US 

Dollars) denominations, you can contribute as 

much as you choose to their new artwork. 
GIFT CARDS 

https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-earth-ii/products/zebra
https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-earth-ii/products/zulu
https://www.gephotography.online/collections/wild-earth-ii/products/graham-elliott-photography-gift-card?variant=39262635884596
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The Fine Art Paper Process: 

 

Carbon neutral printing process by The Print Space UK 

• Sustainably sourced paper 

• Recyclable packaging and envelopes 

• Recyclable cardboard stiffeners to protect your print in transit. 

• Paper tape made from 100% recycled fibres 

• 100% recycled polypropylene corner protectors 

• Recyclable bio-polyethene frame protection 

• Biodegradable bubble wrap 

 

Our photographs are printed on Giclée Hahnemuhle Pearl fine art paper.  

Hahnemüle Pearl has a smooth orange peel texture and a bright neutral white base, it creates really 

natural black and white images and offers vibrant colour reproduction and great detail too.  

The paper is resin coated with a fibrous feel. The satin finish of the resin coating gives depth to the 

image which combined with the texture and vibrant colour reproduction give the image the feel of 

an oil painting. This is one of the most suitable of the Giclée Art Paper range for mounting.  

 

100% satisfaction guaranteed. If you are not satisfied we will happily replace your print order. 



ABOUT THE COLLECTIONS 
 

All 75 fine art images in the print collection are limited editions. They will not be reproduced again 

once they have sold out. The editions are available in the sizes described in the sizing guide at the 

end of this catalogue. Most of these images have never been on sale until now. 

 

The collections are offered in four different sizes: S, M, L and XL. 

 

The prints have been specifically sized to fit with standard universal and readily available framing 

sizes making it possible to purchase a frame directly from a local supplier. 

 

Custom framing is highly recommended for the Extra Large prints as there is no print border, 

therefore the frame needs to fit perfectly. You will be sent custom framing recommendations that 

are of the highest quality and affordable. 

 

You can see what comes in the box by clicking HERE. 

CERTIFICATE OF AUTHENTICITY 
 

Each image comes with a certificate of authenticity. It provides the name of the image, the edition 

number, production date, certificate number and a hologram authentication patch that is matched 

by a unique number on both the print and certificate. 

https://vimeo.com/566073598


ABOUT THE PROJECTS 
 

I’ve chosen these projects because I believe in what they are doing and I’ve been fortunate enough 

to be involved with each, in some form, personally. A minimum of 10% of the sale price from my fine 

art will go to these projects. I’ve included the links so you can find out more about each of them on 

their websites. 

 

 

ELEPHANT-HUMAN RELATIONS AID — NAMIBIA 

 

I spent a couple of weeks with EHRA in December 2019:  

“Elephant Human Relations Aid in Namibia, Africa is an NGO that conserves desert-adapted 

elephants, through an award-winning wildlife volunteer project.  

“Read about why we are here and meet the volunteer project leaders and the rest of the EHRA 

Namibia team.” 

www.ehranamibia.org 

 

 

 

HALF-CUT—AUSTRALIA 

 

I met Jimmy in Sydney in 2019 and was blown away by his commitment and enthusiasm. Ancient 

rainforests are one of the most important habits on Earth yet they are being wantonly destroyed.  

 

“The goal of HalfCut is to be the face for the environmental movement. By encouraging women, 

men and children to wear their HalfCut look to help save the last remaining 50% forests globally 

and start the regeneration of what we have lost.  

 

“HalfCut aims to protect crucial forests for habitat for threatened and endangered species, protect 

Traditional Owners land titles, start mass tree planting projects and ultimately be part of the 

solution to the growing climate emergency, ensuring a safe future for all species on Earth.” 

www.halfcut.org  

 

Graham Elliott Photography is a HalfCut Alliance contributor. 

The wall you can see was built 

by EHRA volunteers and 

protects this water tower from 

elephants. Part of EHRA’s work 

is to complete infrastructure 

projects such as this. 

http://www.ehranamibia.org
http://www.halfcut.org


SIZING GUIDE 
 

 

SMALL—EDITIONS OF 100 

 

Perfect for your computer desk, office 

space, countertop or even your bathroom. 

 

Image size (for Mat Window): 12” x 8”, 

305mm x 203mm  

 

Total Print Size (including 0.2” (5mm) 

border): 12.4” x 8.4”, 315mm x 213mm  

 

Frame: Choose a frame with a mat option 

and mat opening of 12” x 8”,                   

305mm x 203mm  

 

 

 

 

MEDIUM—EDITIONS OF 100 

 

A great size to put in a collection of 2 or 3 

images in a hallway, living room, or 

bedroom to have a cohesive collection. 

 

Image size (for Mat Window): 24” x 16”, 

610mm x 406mm  

 

Total Print Size (including 0.3” (7.5mm) 

border): 24.6” x 16.6”, 625mm x 422mm  

 

Frame: Choose a larger frame with a mat 

option and mat opening of 24” x 16”, 

610mm x 406mm. 



 

 

 

LARGE—EDITIONS OF 25 

 

Large options are best pared together in 

themes of subject or tonality. Bedrooms, 

office spaces, above the fireplace or in the 

dining room are great locations. 

 

Image size (for Mat Window): 36” x 24”, 

915mm x 610mm  

 

Total Print Size (including 0.5” (13mm) 

border): 37” x 25”, 940mm x 635mm  

 

Frame: Choose a larger frame with a mat 

option and mat opening of 36” x 24”, 

915mm x 610mm  

 

 

 

EXTRA-LARGE—EDITIONS OF 15 

 

The conservation piece. These are massive 

prints and combined with a custom frame 

they will be sure to make a statement in any 

home or office. They are best suited to large 

open spaces with large negative space on a 

wall. As these prints sell, their price and 

value will go up accordingly. 

 

Image size (for Mat Window): 60” x 40”, 

1524mm x 1016mm  

 

Total Print Size (no border): 60” x 40”, 

1524mm x 1016mm 

 

Frame: Choose a larger frame with a mat option and mat opening of 60” x 40”, 1524mm x 1016mm, 

or no mat option. Custom frames are a great choice for this size of artwork. 
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